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ABSTRACT
Nowadays a placement problem often involves multi-million ob-
jects and excessive fixed blockages. We present a new global place-
ment algorithm that scales well to the modern large-scale circuit
placement problems. We simulate the natural diffusion process to
spread cells smoothly over the placement region, and use both an-
alytical and discrete techniques to improve the wire length. Al-
though any analytical wire length technique can be used in our new
framework, by using the quadratic wire length model, the hessian
of our formulation is extremely sparse compared with conventional
formulations, which brings 24x speed up on quadratic solver. We
also propose a wire linearization technique that transform quadratic
star model into HPWL exactly. The overall runtime of our tool is
close to the fastest placement tool in existing literature and signif-
icantly better than others. And meanwhile, we obtain competitive
wire length results to the best known ones. The average total wire
length is 2.2% higher than mPL6, 0.2%, 3.1%, and 9.1% better than
FastPlace3.0, APlace2.0, and Capo10.2 respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although circuit placement has been studied for decades, it con-

tinuously attracts research attentions. The placement problems grow
rapidly in both problem size and complexity. Some industry place-
ment problems contain multi-million gates and excessive number
of blockages [1, 2]. In this paper, we introduce a new diffusion
based placer that scales well to large scale placement problems.

Historically, existing circuit placement algorithms can be roughly
classified into three major categories, the simulated annealing based
approaches [3], the iterative partitioning based approaches [4, 5,
6], and analytical placement approaches [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15]. In placement, the Half Parameter Wire Length (HPWL)
is a common estimation of the routed wire length. Since HPWL
model is not smooth and derivable, quadratic placement optimizes
the quadratic form of HPWL [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13], and nonlinear
model placement [16, 12, 14, 15] adopts a nonlinear estimation of
HPWL model, typically the log-sum-exponential wire length ap-
proximation patented by Naylor et al. [17].

All 4 existing academic placers [16, 12, 14, 15] that use the log-
sum-exponential wire model have achieved excellent wire length
results. It is widely agreed that placement uses log-sum-exponential
wire model approximates the HPWL much closer than the quadratic
estimation. However, although still controversial, some researchers
believe that the quadratic placement potentially has advantages for
timing driven placement, as the quadratic approximation of the
HPWL gives larger penalty on longer wires.

Diffusion is the flow of particles from a region of higher con-
centration to a region with lower concentration, until the concen-
tration on both regions are equal. The cell spreading in placement
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shares similar philosophy as the natural diffusion process, where
cells are driven from high density areas to low density areas. Diffu-
sion based technique has been successfully applied to incremental
placement optimization [18], and here we use diffusion to move
cells in global placement.

In this paper, we present DPlace2.0: a stable and efficient dif-
fusion based analytical placement. The DPlace starts with a seed
placement, and interleaves two major optimization steps iteratively,
1) the diffusion based cell spreading step to even out the density dis-
tribution, 2) the wire length improvement step, which adopts both
analytical and discrete wire length improvement techniques. The
initial work of DPlace1.0 is presented in a technical report[19]. The
following are a few characteristics of our approach, which differ-
entiates our approach from previous analytical placement works.

• We propose a new placement framework based on, but not
limited to, diffusion spreading and quadratic placement. Any
smooth spreading and wire length optimization technique can
be inserted in our framework. Most importantly, we show
that it is possible to deal with the overlap removing and wire
length improvement tasks separately and achieve fairly good
results. Such an approach provides flexibility to plug in ad-
ditional optimizations/constraints that are non-trivial to inte-
grate in conventional analytical placement framework.

• The anchor cell concept is introduced as the bridge integrat-
ing different optimization techniques for a stable and effi-
cient global placement, which also significantly reduces the
complexity of large scale placement. In each row of the
hessian of the quadratic formulation, the anchors inserted
change the number of non-zero entries of each row from the
number of pins on the corresponding net to the number of
pins on the corresponding cell. Such a change helps to speed
up the linear system solver by 24 times for ISPD2005 bench-
mark suite.

• In our placement, to improve the wire length of a given place-
ment by using quadratic formulation, we present a net weight
linearization strategy that transforms the star model [20, 10]
based quadratic objective into HPWL objective exactly.

In the following, we introduce the analytical placement models
in section 2. The details of our global placement are described in
section 3. Section 4 is about the legalization and detailed place-
ment. We give the overall algorithm in section 5 and show the ex-
perimental results in section 6, which followed by the conclusion
in section 7.

2. ANALYTICAL PLACEMENT MODEL
Among existing placement works, analytical placement has been

successful in recent years and achieved impressive results on wire
length, scalability and the speed of convergence. According to the
reported results of ISPD 2005 and 2006 placement contest [21, 2],
most of the top ranked placers are analytical placers.
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Two major tasks in a typical analytical placement iteration are to
remove cell overlaps and to reduce the wire length. The conven-
tional analytical placement formulates the wire length and density
constraints into a mathematical problem. However, it is possible to
address one issue at a time, which gives the flexibility to integrate
additional optimizations or constraints during the global placement.
In the proposed approach, we iteratively use diffusion to spread out
cells, and repair the wire length afterwards.

2.1 Diffusion spreading
In general, an analytical placement tool starts with an initial

placement with good wire length. Such an initial placement so-
lution has excessive overlap among cells. Force directed placer
adds “spreading force” or density constraints into the original wire
length formulation to perturb the placement.

As diffusion has the advantage of smoothness in cell spreading
and it preserves the cell relative ordering naturally, we use diffu-
sion to spread cell out directly. Unfortunately, wire length objec-
tive is not modeled in the diffusion formulation. We then apply
wire length reduction technique on the diffusion solution, such as
the quadratic placement formulation, while preserving the diffusion
improved density distribution.

2.2 Quadratic placement
In conventional quadratic placement [7], each multi-pin net is

transformed into multiple two pin connections with proper weights
by either the clique or the star model [20, 10]. Clique model may
increase the number of non-zero entries in the connectivity matrix
significantly, as the example in Figure 2, which may slow down the
quadratic solver. The combination of the clique and star transfor-
mation is referred as the hybid model in FastPlace [10].

Assuming there are n movable objects in the netlist. The Hes-
sian matrix of the quadratic system A is symmetric and positive
definite, which is essentially the n x n connectivity matrix of the
netlist. Let x denotes the vector of x coordinates of all cells. b is
the vector encoding all connectivity information between movable
and fixed objects, and the pin offsets are captured in b as well. The
minimizer of Φ(x) can be obtained by taking the gradient of the
cost function to zero, ∂(Φ(x))/∂x = 0, which is determined by the
following system of linear equations

Ax = b (1)

Solving the unconstrained wire length minimization problem re-
sults a placement with significant overlap among cells. In conven-
tional quadratic placement, overlap is reduce by either partitioning
or cell spreading. In our approach, the quadratic solver is used to
recover wire length increased during the diffusion spreading.

2.3 The proposed approach
We propose to interleave diffusion with analytical and discrete

wire length minimization techniques to improve the wire length,
and the quadratic placement formulation is used. Meanwhile, any
smooth spreading technique and analytical placement technique
can be plugged in our two steps general placement framework.

The anchor cells are used to bridge the overlap reduction and
the wire length reduction steps. We use the nets connecting anchor
cells and real cells to formulate an unconstrained wire length min-
imization problem. Those nets are all “real” nets and we do not
need to use any artificial nets in our formulation.

If the placement stability is not considered, once a netlist is changed,
the placement solutions before and after the change could be com-
pletely different. In our approach, we may add additional con-
straints for placement stability. For example, we may “force” a
placement to evolve in a desired way, which potentially provides
flexibility for ECO placement.

3. GLOBAL PLACEMENT IN DPLACE
Similar as other analytical placements, our placer starts with a

seed placement, which has a fair good initial wire length. In the
beginning of each iteration, the diffusion algorithm is called and
cells flow away from congested areas.
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(f) Better density distribution
in a global view

Figure 1: The diffusion and wire length reduction iteration in
bigblue1(from ISPD 2005 placement benchmark suite)

3.1 Diffusion based placement
Diffusion in placement is driven by the density gradient, i.e. the

steepness of the density difference. Mathematically, the diffusion
process is characterized by the following differential equation.

∂dx,y(t)
∂t

= D∇2dx,y(t) (2)

In the context of placement, dx,y(t) is the cell density at position
(x,y) at time t. D is the diffusivity constant, which determines the
speed of the diffusion process. The discrete approximation method
in [18] can be used to solve the diffusion equation.

In diffusion based placement, the placement region is cut into
equal size bins. The bin density is computed as the total cell area
enclosed in the bin divided the bin area. The discrete solver we
use to solve the diffusion equation evens out the densities between
neighboring bins as time proceeds.

In every global placement iteration, cells are diffused from high
density area to low density area. The diffusion based pre-placement
takes k substeps, where k is relatively small in earlier placement
iterations and becomes larger in the later iterations.
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Figure 1 shows the diffusion based placement in circuit bigblue1
from ISPD2005 placement benchmark suite. The bin size used is
64x64. Figure 1(a) plots the initial placement seed, which is gener-
ated by the quadratic placement. Not surprisingly, the initial place-
ment is extremely poor on density distribution. The highest density
is 80 times of the bin capacity and cells are highly congested in the
middle of the placement region. Once applying a few iterations of
the diffusion spreading, in Figure 1(c), we see how smoothly cells
are moved and how effectively the density distribution is improved.
The highest density in the placement region is reduced from 80 to
less than 2 times of the bin capacity. Unfortunately, the wire length
of the diffusion solution increases from 6.84 to 17.3. Figure 1(e)
shows that once the wire length reduction techniques are applied,
the wire length is reduced to 9.63. Although the densities in a few
bins increase, we have a better density distribution in a global view.

The discrete diffusion algorithm is applied on a hierarchical bin
structure. Our experiments suggest that a fixed bin size from the
beginning to the end do not work well in global placement. If a
small bin size is used, cells will spread smoothly, but slowly, which
affects the convergence of the algorithm. Furthermore, as shown in
Figure 1(e), it is difficult to reduce the density in the central area
of congestion if the bin size is too small. We use a large bin size
in the beginning of the placement and reduce the bin size down
gradually to resolve the local congestions. In addition, we adjust
the weight of the density gradients according to local bin density
distribution to improve the speed of convergence. i.e. let cells in
highly congested area move faster.

3.2 Anchor cells
To preserve the diffusion improved density distribution in the

wire length repairing step, there are several choices to prevent cells
collapsing back. For example, we can fix a small percentage of
cells, or attach some virtual cells to restrict the movement of real
cells. And then, the quadratic engine is used to pull free cells to-
ward a better location for improved wire length. In above scenar-
ios, the fixed real or virtual cells are used as anchors to control the
movement of real cells, and we name them “anchor cells”.

We can either use one anchor per cell or one anchor per net in
our framework. An efficient way is to use the star model to trans-
form a portion of multi-pin nets into two-pin connections and use
the star as the anchor of real cells. Compared with the method to
use one anchor per cell, using stars as anchors will have less im-
pact to the original wire objective and imposes less constraint on
cell movements. And we can apply additional HPWL linearization
technique by attaching anchor cells to the nets, as shown in later
sections.

In the hybrid model based wire length transformation, multi-pin
nets are decomposed into two-pin connections by star and clique
model. All stars are treated as movable objects and added back
into the Hessian matrix A, which may increase the dimension of
the matrix significantly. In ISPD 2005 benchmark, by using star
model with a pin threshold as 5 will increase the dimension of the
matrix up to 40 percent. Under conventional formulation, solving
one iteration of the system of linear equations with a dimension
over 2 million will take several minutes.

Figure 2 shows the quadratic placement formulation of a toy cir-
cuit using the clique model. We see how dense is the hessian by
using clique transformation. Figure 3 is the formulation by using
the star model. The dimension of the Hessian will increase. Unlike
stars, anchor cells are fixed objects. Therefore, anchor cells will
not increase the dimension of the Hessian A. Most importantly, in
the anchor cell based quadratic formulation in Figure 4, we see that
the Hessian matrix is extremely sparse compared with that by using
either the star or clique models.

Let A′ denotes the Hessian matrix in our new formulation. An-
chor cells are not movable objects, thus will not appear in A′. Ma-
trix A′ has the dimension as the number of movable objects in the
netlist. Once cells are diffused, anchor cells are inserted at the grav-
ity centers of their connected cells and locked. In such a way, an-
chor cells will pull free cells around in the subsequent wire length
minimization.
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Figure 2: The quadratic placement formulation by using clique
model. For simplicity, we assume the weight of each trans-
formed two-pin net is 0.25.
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Figure 3: The quadratic placement formulation by using star
model. S is the x coordinate of the star, which is a moveable
object in the placement. For simplicity, we assume the weight
of each transformed two-pin net is 0.25. The dimension of the
Hessian matrix A is equal to the number of cells plus the num-
ber of stars
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Figure 4: The quadratic placement formulation after the an-
chor cell insertion. C is the x coordinate of the anchor cell,
which is a constant. The new Hessian matrix A is extremely
sparse compared with that by using the star or clique formula-
tion.

Figure 5 shows the statistics of the number of non-zero entries
in old Hessian A and new Hessian A′ for circuit adaptec2 in ISPD
2005 benchmark. The dimension of the Hessian A is 354K, while
only 254K for the new Hessian A′. In most of rows, the number
of non-zero entries in A are around 3-6, and 1-2 in new Hessian
A′. Circuit bigblue4 in ISPD 2005 benchmark contains 2 mil-
lion objects. By using the quadratic solver in [22], in our exper-
iments for bigblue4, it takes 200 seconds for pre-conditioning and
75 seconds for solving using the conventional quadratic formula-
tion, while only 11 seconds for preconditioning and 4 seconds for
solving using our anchor cells based formulation.

Note that the anchor cell is different from the fixed point used in
mFar [9] and FastPlace [10]. Anchor cell is the bridge connecting
the overlap removing and wire length improvement stages. Fixed
point is used to add the spreading forces back to the quadratic sys-
tem and perturb the exiting placement.
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The number of non-zero entries in marix A and A' 
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Figure 5: The comparison of non-zero entries in all rows in the
sparse matrix A and A′ . The x-axis is the number of non-zero
entries, the y-axis is the row counts. In hessian of the quadratic
formulation, each row corresponds to the connected movable
objects of each movable cell in the netlist. The insertion of an-
chor cells change the number of non-zero entries in each row
from the pin degree of the corresponding net to the pin degree
of the corresponding cell. Therefore, most of rows in matrix
A′ has only 2-3 non-zero entries. Such linear system takes very
short time to solve.

3.3 HPWL transformation in a quadratic sys-
tem

A major weakness of the quadratic wire formulation is that the
quadratic objective is an approximation of HPWL for a two pin
nets. Transforming a multi-pin net into multiple two-pin nets may
enlarge the gap between HPWL and the actual objective to opti-
mize. To alleviate such a problem, existing techniques iteratively
linearize the quadratic wire length objective [23][24]. Here we pro-
pose a new liearization technique to transform the quadratic objec-
tive into HPWL exactly in our framework, which helps to reduce
the gap between quadratic wire length and HPWL.
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Figure 6: Net weights computation. A = {n4},B = {n1,n2,n3}
in this example

Assuming net e is connected with n cells, and HPWL in direction
y is Le. s is added to decompose the net e into n two-pin connec-
tions. Let li denotes the distance between s and cell i and let wi
denote the weight of each two pin connection. We assign all cells
into two sets based on if the cell ni has a y coordinate large than
that of star s. As a result, we have two sets, set A = {ni : yi > ys}
and set B = {ni : yi < ys} for each star model transformation. We
define the weight of each two pin net as follows.

wi =
LsA

SAB ×|yi − ys| ,∀ni ∈ A

wi =
LsB

SAB ×|yi − ys| ,∀ni ∈ B

where

SAB = 0.5∑
ni

|yi − ys|

LsA = max{yi}− ys

LsB = ys −max{yi}
Le = LsA +LsB (3)

The anchor cell s is placed at the gravity center of all cells on net
e, and SAB is defined as the half of the sum of all distances from
cell i to the star. Star s splits the length Le into two parts, LsA and
LsB, as shown in Figure 6.

In the following, we show that the above net weighting strategy
transforms the quadratic wire length objective into HPWL objective
exactly.

n

∑
i=1

wi(yi − ys)2 = ∑
i∈A

(yi − ys)2 ×LsA

|yi − ys|×SAB
+ ∑

i∈B

(yi − ys)2 ×LsB

|yi − ys|×SAB

=
LsA

SAB
∑
i∈A

|yi − ys|+ LsB

SAB
∑
i∈B

|yi − ys|

= LsA +LsB = Le (4)

Figure 6 shows an example of 4-pin nets transformation.

3.4 Fixed blockages
Fixed blockages are obstacles to cell spreading. Modern designs

may contain a large number of fixed-blockages, which disrupt the
cells from smooth spreading. Cells are often placed on top of the
fixed-blockages in initial placement, and fixed blockages are den-
sity obstacles to prevent cells to pass over. If not properly handled,
the wire length may grow dramatically by forcing cells moving out
of blockages.

We use a contour-based density smoothing technique to allevi-
ate the density obstacles. First, we identify large blockages, which
are those fixed macros with width and height larger than a certain
threshold, such as 1% size of the chip size. In the beginning of the
global placement, we adjust the density on bins covered by block-
ages, the adjusted density distribution is contour based. For a bin
covered by a big blockage, the bin density is set to be proportional
to the distance of the bin to the blockage boundary. Therefore the
highest density is in the bin lying in the middle of the blockage.

In the earlier stages of the global placement, the adjusted fixed
blockage density is set to a very small value to allow cells to flow
over. As the cells spreading stabilizes, the adjusted density in-
creases gradually. The density in the middle of the fixed block-
age rises to push overlapping cells out of blockages smoothly. The
diffusion based pre-placement pushes cells over blockage easily ac-
cording to the adjusted density distribution.

3.5 Wire length improvement heuristics
Beside the core techniques proposed above, there are more is-

sues that will affect the final wire length quality. Pushing cells away
from a region of congestion often contradicts with wire length opti-
mization objective. Furthermore, Equation 1 optimizes the quadratic
wire length, which is an indirect estimation of the linear wire length.
The discrenpcy btween the quadratic approximation and HPWL is
magnified in large-scale benchmarks, such as the ISPD2005 bench-
marks.

In quadratic placement, wire length improving heuristics are cru-
cial for the final HPWL results. The poor initial wire length implies
that the initial ordering among cells are not ideal for HPWL, we
interleave the medium improvement heuristic [11] and the anchor
insertion based technique to generate a better initial cell ordering.

During the placement, wire length improving heuristics are em-
ployed between each iteration, which strongly affect the quality of
the final HPWL. In DPlace, the quadratic optimization step is very
fast and most of the CPU time is on wire length improving heuris-
tics. In our experiments, the medium improvement heuristics used
in FDP [11] was found effective in the earlier stages of the global
placement. However, the medium improvement heuristic tends to
create a lot of overlap in later iterations. The iterative local refine-
ment technique [10] was found effective during the later spreading
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Table 1: Statistics on new Hessian A′ and the Hessian A for conventional formulation, and the quadratic solver runtime comparisons
Matrix A Matrix A′ Solver
Size Entries Precon(s) Solve (s) Size Entries Precon(s) Solve(s) speedup

adaptec1 243K 196K 15.85 4.65 211K 430K 0.53 0.19 24.5x
adaptec2 355K 2099K 25.61 7.38 254K 557K 0.90 0.30 24.6x
adaptec3 674K 3713K 38.18 15.61 494K 1131K 1.74 0.58 26.9x
adaptec4 508K 3676K 38.42 15.51 451K 997K 1.97 0.49 31.7x
bigblue1 392K 2287K 29.78 6.87 278K 603K 1.16 0.36 19.1x
bigblue2 729K 3937K 47.79 22.78 535K 1178K 2.29 0.82 27.8x
bigblue3 1389K 7290K 103.93 39.32 1096K 2714K 4.54 1.70 23.1x
bigblue4 2831K 16850K 221.47 75.70 2169K 5190K 10.66 3.91 19.4x

24.6x

stages. At the point cells stop to spread, iterative local refinment
can also be tuned to improve the density distributions. We use the
iterative local refinement [10] to improve the density distribution
and further reduce the wire length during the later stages of global
placement.

4. LEGALIZATION AND DETAILED PLACE-
MENT

Legalization and detailed placement are non-trivial for the final
wire length quality of the placer. Before legalization, we divide the
placement region into regular bin structures and analyze the density
overflow in each bin. We swap cells out of the overflowed bins and
swap cells between bins if such a swap helps to further reducing
the wire length. Once the bin density overflow is below a thresh-
old, we run a Tetris [25] like legalization flow. We first legalize all
movable macros such that no overlap exist between macros. Block-
ages/macros will split the placement region into row segments. We
identify all row segments, sort cells and pack cells into the closet
row segment with the minimum cost.

In this work, we use the FastDP [26] as the detailed placement
engine to improve the wire length further.

5. OVERALL ALGORITHM
The overall algorithm of our placer is summarized in algorithm

1. In every global placement iteration, cells are diffused to reach a
specified density distribution, and the anchor cell based wire length
optimization is performed m times to reduce the wire length. The
larger m, the shorter the wire length, and the worse the density
distribution. Therefore, m is less than 3. We legalize the placement
before using FastDP as the detailed placement for final wire length
improvement.

Algorithm 1 The Overall Algorithm

1: The global placement
2: Build matrix A, and matrix A′
3: Generate an initial quadratic placement with matrix A
4: Improve the initial cell ordering A
5: Repeat
6: Do diffusion based placement for k iterations
7: Do m iterations
8: Generate anchor cells and lock them at the gravity centers
9: Compute HPWL net weights, update A′x = b

10: Solve x = A′−1b
11: end
12: if (In first a few iterations)
13: Use medium improvement heuristic to repair wire length
14: else if (Cells are roughly spread)
15: Use iterative local refinement to repair wire length
16: Until (reaches a desired density distribution)
17: Further diffuse cells to remove remaining overlap
18: The legalization
19: Legalize the macros, then legalize the standard cells
20: The detailed placement
21: Use FastDP [26] as the detail placer

6. EXPERIMENTS
We implement our placer in C++ and run the experiments on a

Linux machine with 3.4 GHz 64-bit Xeon processors and 8G mem-
ory. We used the Hybrid solver [22] as our quadratic system solver,
and use the FastDP [26] as the detailed placer to further improve
the wire length. Our current focus is to obtain a good wire length
efficiently. We give the wire length and runtime results on ISPD
2005 benchmarks [1].

The anchor cell based formulation in DPlace gives significant ad-
vantage on the solving speed of the quadratic solver. Table 1 shows
the statistics of the new Hessian matrix A′ used in our placer, ver-
sus the Hessian matrix A in conventional formulation. Column Size
shows the dimension of the Hessian, and column Entries shows
the non-zero entries in the Hessian. Column Precon. shows the
CPU time to preconditioning each Hessian matrix. Same precondi-
tioning quality targets are used for the comparison. Column Solve
shows the CPU time to solve one iteration of the quadratic system.
Comparing with the conventional Hessian A, the new Hessian A′
is about 30% smaller on the dimension of the matrix. Furthermore,
because A′ is extremely sparse (Figure 5 and Table 1), the runtime
to precondition and solve the new quadratic system are improved
significantly. The quadratic solver achieved a 24x times speed up
on solving time.

In Table 2, we compare DPlace with some of state of art aca-
demic placers, including the FastPlace3.0 [27], mPL6 [12, 28],
Capo10.2 [29] and APlace2.0 [30, 16] on the ISPD 2005 place-
ment benchmark. Our placer and FastPlace3.0 are tested on the
same machine and compared directly. The HPWL and runtime of
mPL6, Cap10.2 and APlace2.0 are derived from the FastPlace3.0
paper [27], in which they are directly compared with that of Fast-
Place3.0. Although not as accurate as running all placers on the
same machine, we can still roughly tell the relative runtime among
all placers. For ISPD 2005 benchmark suite, the average HPWL
result of DPlace (using the FastDP as the detailed placer) is 0.2%
better than FastPlace3.0, and DPlace wins 5 out of 8 circuits. The
average HPWL of DPlace is 2.2% higher than mPL6, 9.1% and
3.1% better than Capo10.2 and APlace2.0 respectively. The total
runtime of DPlace+FastDP is about 33% longer than FastPlace3.0,
3.4 times faster than mPL6, 7.56 times faster than Capo10.2 and
11.32 times faster than APlace2.0.

We compare the HPWL results of DPlace with that of other plac-
ers in ISPD 2005 placement contest in Table 3. It is to be noted
that the results in Table 3 were the best possible results gener-
ated by each placer, with no runtime limitation, for the ISPD 2005
placement contest. The ISPD2005 results of APlace1.0 are 3.4%
better than our placer on average. However, the total runtime of
APlace1.0 to finish all circuits are much longer, 113.2 hours for 6
circuits, on a 1.6GHz computer[16], compared with 8.3 hours for
8 circuits in our case, on a 3.4GHz computer. Other than Aplace,
DPlace generates the best results among all other placers for their
ISPD2005 placement contest versions.
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Table 2: Wire length and runtime comparison with FastPlace3.0, mPL6, Capo10.2, and APlace2.0 on ISPD2005 benchmark
HPWL ×106 Runtime(s)

Circuits DPlace+ fastDP FastPl3 mPL6 Capo10 APlace2 DPlace+ fastDP FastPl3 mPL6 Capo10 Aplace2

adaptec1 78.534 1.011 0.991 1.162 1.001 606 0.69 5.13 10.46 14.99
adaptec2 89.415 1.041 1.031 1.124 1.072 842 0.74 3.56 8.93 14.49
adaptec3 221.817 0.982 0.962 1.031 0.982 1874 0.82 3.12 5.50 9.68
adaptec4 198.506 1.014 0.974 1.045 1.055 1628 0.81 4.68 7.97 17.39
bigblue1 95.339 1.004 1.014 1.144 1.054 903 0.75 4.08 9.98 12.69
bigblue2 160.149 0.962 0.943 1.011 0.953 4656 0.43 2.93 4.99 7.52
bigblue3 363.073 1.046 0.952 1.099 1.130 5409 0.71 1.94 7.01 6.95
bigblue4 869.804 0.958 0.958 1.111 1.005 14026 0.41 1.72 5.61 6.85

Average 1 1.002 0.978 1.091 1.031 1 0.67x 3.40x 7.56x 11.32x

Table 3: Wire length (×106) comparison with other placers in ISPD 2005 placement contest
Placers adaptec1 adaptec2 adaptec3 adaptec4 bigblue1 bigblue2 bigblue3 bigblue4 ratio

DPlace+ fastDP 78.53 89.41 221.82 198.51 95.34 161.15 363.07 869.80 1.034
Aplace 79.50 87.31 218.00 187.65 94.64 143.82 357.89 833.21 1.00
mFAR - 91.53 - 190.84 97.70 168.70 379.95 876.28 1.06
dragon - 94.72 - 200.88 102.39 159.71 380.45 903.96 1.08
mPL - 97.11 - 200.94 98.31 173.22 369.66 904.19 1.09

FastPlace - 107.86 - 204.48 101.56 169.89 458.49 889.87 1.16
Capo - 99.71 - 211.25 108.21 172.30 382.83 1098.76 1.17

NTUP - 100.31 - 206.45 106.54 190.66 411.81 1154.15 1.21
fs50 - 122.89 - 337.22 114.57 285.43 471.15 1040.05 1.50

K&D - 157.65 - 352.01 149.44 322.22 656.19 1403.79 1.84

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present DPlace, a new analytical placement tool

for large scale placement. DPlace is based on the diffusion place-
ment technique to spread cells smoothly, which generates a golden
placement for improved density distribution. Then DPlace uses the
anchor cells based formulation as well as wire length improvement
heuristics to reduce the wire length.

In the wire length reduction stage of DPlace, the Hessian ma-
trix of the anchor cells based quadratic formulation is extremely
sparse. In our framework, since it is possible to affix explicit cell
movement control in the diffusion stage, our new formulation has
the potential advantages for ECO and timing driven placement, in
which precise cell movement control is required. By using the
FastDP as the detailed placement, the HPWL results DPlace are
the best among published quadratic placement works, and close to
the best reported results on ISPD 2005 placement benchmark suite.
Also, the runtime of DPlace is much better than most of state-of-art
placers.
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